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S'11: 1 FN: AN 201/AD 30:1 (1401)
FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND MANUFACfURING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks: 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking A."'Y lWO lrom Group A,
ANY 1WO from Group B and ALI. J"rom Group C.
AU parts ofa question (a, b, etc.) should be
, answered at one place.
Answer should be. brielandto~the-point and be supple- ·
mented with neat sketche~. ·Unnecessary long answers
may result il}}oss ofmarks.
Anymissing or wrong data may be assumed twitably
giving proper justiiication.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.

Group A
1.

(a) Explain briefly various steps to be followed to

design a product with the help of an example. .
( b) Discuss the following :

8
3x4

( i) Design specifications

( ii) Creative design
( iii) Design by evolution.
2.

( a) What do you mean by morphology of design?
Explain briefly.
5
(b) Explain various stages of a product life-cycle. What
is its utility ?
5
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(.b) Compare the machining characteristics of diffcrent

( c) Write a descriptive note on 'design checks for
clarity, simplicity and safety.'
10

machining processes (such as EDM, ECM and
USM) with respect to ( i) metal removal rate
( ii) surface finish obtained, (iii) depth of surfac~
damage, and (iv)power required for machining.
4x3

3. ( a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of
investment casting process? Mention some of its
~pplications.

8

( b) What is sweep pattern? When is it used ?

7.

4

( c) Define the terms: ( i) Sprue, ( ii) Gate, (iii) Core,
and ( iv) Parting line.
4x2

4. Differentiate between the following:

( ii) Rolling and forging

8.

( iii) Extrusion and wire drawing

( iv) Blanking and piercing.

(a) What is gas welding? Explain different types of
flames in oxy-acetylene welding. State their specific applications.
10
( b) Define group technology concept in manufacturing. Discuss the stages involved for adopting a plan
for group technology.
10

GroupB
(a) What is chip? What are the main types of chips
formed during metal cutting?
8

Groupe
9. Briefly explain the following:

( b)' Define cutting speed, feed and depth of cut as
applied to a shaping process.
4
(c) What is Merchant's circle diagram? Discuss its

significance.
6.

( a) What do you mean by Computer Aided Process
Planning (CAPP) and state some of its advantages.
Under what situations, CAPP is preferred as compared to manual process planning.
10
( b) Identify some of the benefits in integrating t.l1e
design and manufacturing processes. What are the
basic elements that go into making up a robotic
cell for a particular application ?
10

4x5

( i) Hot working and cold working

5.
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8

( 2 I

Selection of machine tools

(ii)

Design for manufacturability

(iv) ASRS

( v)

Concept of a system

S'll : 1 FN :AN 20 1I AD 30 1 (140 1)

( Co11ti11ued)
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( i)

(iii) Database management

(a) Describe grinding proc~ss. What are the various
factors considered during selection of grinding
wheels?
8
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10x2

( 3

I
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

Time : Three hours

Maximum Marks : 100

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question (a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A

l. (a) Explain the term 'design'. Enumerate various steps
involved in design process. Explain these steps in
brief.
2+4 +4
{b) Distinguish between 'need identification' and 'need 5
analysis'.
(c) Differentiate between 'standardization' and 'specification' giving appropriate examples.

5

· 2. (a) What is morphology ofdesign ? Explain all parts of4 + 6
morphology ofdesign.
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(b) Explain 'evaluation' and 'evolution' in the design

(c) What is Information Technology? How are its
elements important in present scenario ?
4+4

6

process.

(c) How will you organize and communicate the design ?

7. Explain the following in detail :

4

(c) Robot
(d) AGV

6

(b) What is 'design for manufacture' ? Explain.

6

(c) Defme the terms 'reliability' and 'maintainability'.

8

5x4

(a) Group Technology
(b) Siiuulation

3. (a) What is 'manufacturing' ? How is it different from
'production' ?

www.amiestudycircle.com

".· 8. (a) What is Computer Aided Process Planning? How
""--

is it better than manual process planning?

8

(b) \Vhat do you mean by unconventional machining

4. Describe the following :

6

processes ? Discuss their importance.

4x5

(c) Define cold working ofmetals. Enumerate its advantages and disadvantages.

(a) illvestment casting
(b) Technical report

6

Groupe

(c) Rolling

9. Briefly explain the following:

(d) Extrusion.

GroupB
5. (a) Classify machining processes. N arne the operations
performed on a lathe machine. How will you specify
4 +2 +4
a lathe machine ? Show sketches.

(b) Differentiate between shaper and planar.

5

(c) What is arc welding? What precautions should be
taken during welding by arc welding process ?

5

6. (a) What is surface grinder? Under what conditions
the use of this machine is recommended?
2 +4

(i)

Design by evolution

(ii)

Gantry robots

(iii)

Sensors

(iv)

AS IRS

(v)

Robust design

(vi)

Casting

(vii)

Forging

(viii) Brainstonning

(b) What are the advantages of welding joint over other
joints ? Explain oxyacetylene gas welding.
2+4
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(ix)

Feasibility

(x)

System
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer

FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.

A,

All pa..rts of a question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may
result in loss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A

1. {a) What is product life cycle? lllustrate various stages
of product life cycle with a suitable example.
8
{b) DescriBe.the following in detail :

3x4

(1) Design for reliability
(8) Design for assembly
(ml Design, §lr re-cyclability

2. (a) What are the main requirements to design a product'? Explain briefly various steps to be followed
to design a product.
·
4+4
(Turn Over)
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(b) Explain briefly the engineering design process and

its structure.

6. (a) Describe the mechanism of material removal in
ultrasonic machining with the help of schematic
illustrations.
10

8

(c) Briefly explain the concept of following with respect

to the new product design :

2x2

(b) What are the various factors considered in the

selection of grinding wheels ? How are grinding
wheels specified?
· 10

(l) Brainstorming
(ii) Morphological analysis

7. Briefly explain (using neat sketches) the method of

joining the metals by the following welding processes.
Also, explain the advantages and disadvantages of
each process :
4x5

3. (a) Describe the die casting process. Explain briefly the
advantages and disadvantages of die casting process over sand casting process.
12

(l) Thennit welding

(b) List the various characteristics that are required in

the dry sand molding.

8

(iz) Submerged arc welding

4x5

4. Explain the following in brief:
(z)

www.amiestudycircle.com

(iil) TIG welding
(iv) MIGwelding

Rolling and various types of rolling stand arrangements

8. Write short notes on the following :

(ii) Advantages and disadvantages of hot and cold

(z)

rolling

(iz) Group Technology

(iii) Captive foundry

(iiz) ASIRS

(iv) Shell molding process.

(iv) Simulationandmodelling

GroupB

s.

4x5

CAPP

Groupe

(a) Draw the Merchant's force diagram and state the

assumptions made in its development.

(z) AGVs

(b) Describe the essential parts of a lathe machine.

(iz) Significance ofre-crystalline temperature

Explain the various processes that can be performed
8
on a lathe machine.

(iil) Sensors and robots

(c) Differentiate between shaping, planning and slotting
4
as regards to relative tool and work motion.
S'l2: l FN: AN 20l/AD301 (1401)

(2)

10 X 2

9. Define/explain the following:
8

( iv) Function ofcores
S'l2: l FN: AN 20l/AD30l (1401)

( Continued )
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum 1\larks: 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANYTWOfrom Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
a1'.S¥.Jered at one place.

Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers
may result in loss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin in.4icatefull marks.
Group A

1. (a) What are the different stages of engineering design?
Discuss with a suitable example.

8

(b) How are needs for a particular product analysed?

6

(c) Differentiate between morphology and anatomy of
design.
6

2. (a) What are the main limitations of the sand casting
process and how are they overcome?

6

(b) What is investment casting'! 'W'hat are its advantages
and limitations?

8

(Turn Over)
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(c) \Vhat are the distinguishing features between a
casting and a pattern ? ..
6

www.amiestudycircle.com

(b) \Vhat is information system design? List major steps

explaining in brief the steps to be followed in the
10
design of an information system for manufacturing.

3. (a) What is metal forming? What are the various pro6
cesses ofmetal fonning ?

(c) \"/hat is data life cycle? Explain briefly.

(b) Explain the following terms as applicable to rolling
process:
3x2
(z) Neutral point

4

6. (a) Defme welding. Classify different welding processes.

4

(b) What do you mean by polarity? Distinguish between

straight and reverse polarity. What is the main advantage ofhaving different polarities?
6

(iz) Angle of bite
(iii) Draft

(c) Explain the difference between punching and blanking with the help of neat sketches.

(c) Two 1 mm thick steel plates (sheets) are to be spot
welded at a current of 10,000 A. Assuming effective
resistance to be 200 J.t.O, and current flow time
of 0.1 sec, calculate the heat generated during the
process. If the density of the spot weld nugget is
8 g/cm3 and its volume is 120x10-3 cm3, calculate
the efficiency of the process, assuming 1380 joules
of heat are required to melt 1 g of steel.
10

8

4. (a) Enumerate the reasons responsible for the development of advanced (unconventional) machining
processes. Under what manufacturing conditions
you will prefer to use these processes as compared
to conventionalmachiningprocesses.
8

7. (a) Define speed, feed and depth of cut as applied to a
drilling machine.
6

(b) Make a list of important process parameters in case
of (i) electro-discharge machining, and (ii) ultrasonic machining.
3+3

(b) What is grinding ? What are the parameters that

control the grinding process?

(c) What are the capabilities that an effective Computer
Aided Process Planning (CAPP) system should
have? Discuss in brief
6

(c) Find the angle at which the compound rest should
be set to tum a taper on the workpiece having a
length of200 inm, larger diameter 4 5 rnm and smaller
diameter 30 rnm.
6

GroupB
5. (a) What is group teclmology? What are the important
benefits derived from group technology concept in
manufactutjng?
6
W'\2·1 FN:AN20 l/AD30 I ( 1401)

( 2 )

8

8. (a) Discuss the concept of resolution, accuracy and
repeatability of a robot arm.
8

(Continued)
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

Tzme : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketclies. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks

Group A

1. (a) What is design? Write the checklist for
engineering design problems.
2+6
(b) Explain/our major dimensions of functionality
of design.
8
4

(c) What is design review ?

2. (a) What is communication ? What are the factors
on which effectiveness of communication
depends?
2+6

(h) Differentiate between morphology of design and
.anatomy of design.
8
(c) Write the main elements of any technical report. 4
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3. (a) What is pattern? Explain different types of
pattern allowances with a suitable diagram.

(iii) Advantage of hydraulic shaping

2+6

(iv) Climb milling

(b) Exp~ain briefly the following terms relating to
castmg:
4x2

(c)

(i) Permeability of moulding sand

(ii) Role of clay in casting
(iii) Core and core print

centreless grinding operations. Write the
advantage and limitation of centreless grinding.
1+4+3

What is the difference between hot chamber and
cold chamber die casting ? Why is aluminium
alloy not used in hot chamber die casting ? 3 + 1

(b) Explain the principle ofEDM with a neat sketch. 8

(c)

4. (a) Explain progressive dies, compound dies and
combination dies with a suitable diagram.

(b)

A grey cast iron shaft is machined in a centre
lathe in 1 min with a single cut. The shaft is 100
mm long and 75 mm in diameter. If the feed used
is 0.30 mrnlrevolution, what was the cutting
speed used ? Assume over run = 2 mm.
4

6. (a) Define centreless grinding. Describe the type of

(iv) Elements of gating system

(c)

www.amiestudycircle.com

8

What are the three basic manufacturability
considerations for design of weldments ?
4

7. (a) Differentiate between direct numerical control

Defme forging. Explain sequentially the various
passes used in drop forging with a suitable
diagram.
2+6

and computer numerical control.

(b)

(c) Briefly explain the meaning of draught and
4
elongation as related to hot rolling.

4

Explain the need of database for a manufacturing
organisation.
4

(c) What are the classification of robots ?

4

Group B

(d) Differentiate between variant process planning
4
and generative process planning.

5. (a) What are the various methods available for taper
turning in a lathe ? Explain their specific
advantages and limitations.
5+3

(b)

Write short notes on the following:

(e) What is 'Rule of Hundred' with respect to

integration ?

4x2

4

8. (a) Describe the factors on which selection of
manufacturing method is done for a particulate
product.
10

(i) Straddle milling
(ii) Spade drills

(b) Discuss the stages involved for adopting a plan

for group technology.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL .from Group C.
All parts ofa question (a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketcfies. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarkS.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.

Group A
1. (a) Explain briefly various steps to be fol1owed to

design a product. Illustrate the same with the help
ofan example.
4+4
(b) Discuss the following :

3x4

{i) Creative design
( ii) Innovative design
(iii) Use of artificial intelligence in designing a

product

2. (a) Whatisproductlifecycle?Illustrate, withasuitable
example, various stages of product life cycle. 2 + 6
(Turn Over)
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(b) What are various shortfalls in traditional product

design methodology?

(b) Differentiate between shaping, planning, and slotting
as regards to relative tool and work motions. Draw
sketches of these operations in support of your
8
answer.

6

(c) Compare the reliability system with component in

6

series against components in parallel.

(c) Explain different machining operations that can be

3. (a) What are various steps used to prepare a mold in

performed on a vertical spindle milling machine. 6

shell molding process ? Give the advantages and
disadvantages of shell molding process over green
sand molding process.
2+6

6. (a) How would you specify a grinder ? Describe
various factors used in the selection of a grinding
8
wheel.

(b) What are various constituents of a molding sand?

What are the properties desirable of molding sand
from the standpoint of sound castings ?
2+6
(c) Define the following terms and their functions :

www.amiestudycircle.com

(b) Briefly describe the following finishing operations:
3x4
(l) Honing

2x2
(ii) Lapping

(i) Riser

(iiz) Buffing

{ii)Chaplets

7. (a) Describe the principle of operation of electro4. (a) Briefly explain the principle of rolling with a neat

discharge machining with the help of schematic
illustrations.
8

sketch. Give three different types of rolling stand
~~'1gements.

4+4
(b) What are the advantages ofunconventional machin-

(b) Explain the following processes using neat sketches

wherever necessary :

ing processes ? Explain the working of electrochemical machining process with suitable sketches. 12

3x 4

(i) Extrusion

8. (a) Explain the following in briefwith neat sketches : 2 x 4

(ii) Blanking

(z) Submerged arc welding

(iii) Piercing

(ii) Metal inert gas welding

(i) Automatic storage and retrieval system

5. (a) What is Merchant's circle diagram? Discuss its
significance.
6
w·13: 1 FN :AN201/AD301 (1401)

3x4

(b) Explain the following:

GroupB

( 2)

(iz) Computer Aided Process Planning

( Continued)
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S'14: 1 FN: AN 201/AD 301 (1401)
FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C:
All parts of a question ( a. b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.

Group A
1. (a) Whv is it imoortant to analvse needs? What are the
objectives of need analyses ? Give one need
statement for ( i) a bicycle, (ii) a text-book, (iil) a fan
and (iv) a tree.
4x3
(b) How the need for a particular product be analysed? 8

2. Explain the following with the help of suitable examples :
7+7+6
(a) Design for manufacturability
(b) Productminiturisation

(c) Morphologyofdesign
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANVFACTURING
Time : Three hours
A1aximum Afarks : 100

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question (a. b, etc. ) should he
answered a/ one place.
Answer should be brie(and to~thc-point and be supple-

mented with neat sketches. ( 'tmecessary long answer may
result in loss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper just(ficution.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.

Group A

1. (a) Discuss various phases of a product development
8

process.

(b) Explain how the follo\'ving engineering desib'll types
are different from each other: lnnorathe design,
adaptive design, \'ariant design and indus/rial
8
design.
(c) Consider a S)'Stem \Vith three components. Units 1

and 2 are connected in series and unit 3 is connected
in parallel with the fitst two. What is the reliability
ofthe system, if R 1 =99.5%.R 2 =98.7% and
R 3 =97.3% at lOOhr?
4
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2. (a) Discuss various ways by which an engineering

machining workpart geometries. Give two examples
of machining operations in which generating and
fOrming are combined to create work part geometry. 4

design is communicated. Explain the basic structure
of a technical report.
12
(b) Discuss the guidelines for' Design for Manufacture'.

3. (a)

8

(b) Tn orthogonal turning ofa 50 nun diameter mild steel
l ..ii' on a lathe, following data were obtained: Rake
angle = 15°, cutting speed = I 00 rnfmin, feed =
0.2 mm/rev, cutting force= 1800 N, feed force=
600 N. Calculate the chip thickness ratio, shear plane
angle, and coefficient of friction, ifthe chip thickness
is0.3mm.
12

What are factors on which permeability ofa mould-

ing sand depend? Discuss in brief

www.amiestudycircle.com

5

(b) A job, shown in Fig. 1. is to be made of steel by

casting process. The mould for this job is made from
a wooden pattern. Detenninethe dilnensionsofthe
wooden pattern. Assume machining allowance of
2 mm on each side. shrinkage allowance of2% and
a taper allowance of 1 degree.
10

(c) What are functional differences between a shaper
'll8Chine and a planer machine?

6.

4

( (/) :;iscuss working principles of the cylindrical grind-

ing process. In what way centreless process is more
advantageous than cylindrical grinding process ? 8

20

T

Joe

~50

=1

80

Fig. I
(c) Differentiate bct\.veen hot working and cold working of metals.
5

(b) Discuss the importance of non-conventional manufacturing processes jn context with modern manufacturing industries.

6

(c) Discuss the submerged arc welding (SAW) process
with the aid ofa neat diagram.

6

7. (a) \Vhat is Group Technology '? Explain various basis
ofpart classification in Group Technology.

4. (a) Differentiate between (i) segmental pattern and
swe1r pattern and ( ii) match plate pattern and cope
and rag pattern.
6

I0

(b) ' What is Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)? What
arevarioustypesofAGVs?
10

8. (a) What are the factors that influence the selection of a

(b) Discuss various types of hot and cold extrusion
14
processes.

manufacturing process to make a part? Discuss in
10
brief.

Group B

(b) Discuss the basic elements of an industrial robot

5. (a) Distinguish between generating and forming when
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5'15: 1 FN: AN 201 I AD 301 (1401)
FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
- MANUFACTURING

Tzme : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANYTWOjrom Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question (a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at 'one place.
Answer should be briefa~ to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketcfzes. Un!lecessqry long answer may
result in loss ofmarkS.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A

1. · (a) Discuss the Morris Asimow's seven phases of
morphology ofdesign.

7x2

(b) Explain the types of teclmological innovation.

6

2. (a) Discuss the various stages of a product life cycle. 10
(b) Classify manufacturing processes. Briefly discuss
each type of process.
10

3. (a) Explain how a green sand mould is made for sand
casting, with a suitable example.

10

(b) Enlist some pattern-making material. On what basis
a pattern-making material is selected?
5
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
·
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures an the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1. (a) What are the objectives of engineering design ?
Explain the following design concepts : ( z) Design by
evolution and (ii) design by innovation.
8
(b) What do you mean by engineering design process ?
State and explain the stages of engineering design
process.
8
(c) Explain the conceptual framework ofbrainstor-

ming.

4

2. (a) Explain the tools and techniques for evaluation of
engineering design concepts. Also, state and explain
three conditions which are essential for making
suitable decision for selection of a design.
10
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(b) Explain, with the help of a neat sketch, the quick

(b) What do you mean by robust design ? State and

return mechanism used in shaper.

explain five primary tools used for development of
10
robust design.

6

(c) What do you mean by negative rake milling? What

3. (a) Explain the concept of top-up and bottom-down

are its advantages. Under what conditions you will
recommend its use ?
6

modularisation. What are their advantages and
limitations ?

8

6. (a) Explain cutting mechanism ofthe grinding process.

(b) Explain following types ofpatterns with the help of

How can you specifY a grinding wheel ?

a neat sketch. Also, state their application possibilities.
8

6

(b) What are the conditions under which you will

recommend for unconventional machining processes?
4

(z) Match plate pattern
(ii) Sweep pattern

(c) Differentiate between welding, brazing and solder-

ing.

(iiz) Follow board pattern

6

(d) What are the functions of coating provided over the
4
electrodes ?

(iv) Gated pattern
(c) What are the advantages and application possibili4
ties ofinvestment casting ?

7. (a) What was the need for integration ofmanufacturing
processes? Explain the concept of flexible manufacturing system. State and explain the functions of
various co:.nponents of flexible manufacturing
system. What are the advantages and 1imitations of
flexible manufacturing system?
12

4. (a) What do you mean by metal forming ? Explain a
forming process, which is being performed under
the condition of tensile stresses, with the help of a
neat sketch. Also, state the advantages and limita10
tions of the process.

(b) Explain the conceptual framework of group tech-

(b) Explain the difference between hot metal working
and cold metal working.

nology. What are various coding schemes used in
group technology? Explain any one coding scheme
briefly.
8

6

(c) Differentiate between forward and backward

extrusion process.

4

8. (a)

Group B

6

(b) What are various types of AGVs? Explain the

5. (a) Draw the Merchant's force diagram. State the

working principle of AGV. What are its advantages?
8

assumptions made in the development of such a
8
di8gr.un.
W'l5 : 1 FN: AN 201/AD 301 (1401)

~xplain the concept of economics of metal machin1na
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S'16: 1 FN: AN 201/AD 301 (14011
FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-1he-point and be supplemented with neat sketclies. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate fall marks.
Group A

1. (a) Discussvariousstagesofproductlifecycle.

8

(b) Explain how customers' need is identified and

analysed.

8

(c) What are product design specifications ?

4

2. (a) Classify manufacturing processes. Briefly discuss
10
each type of process.

(b) Discuss the guidelines for 'Design for Manufacture'. 1O
3. (a) Differentiate between bottom gate and top gate.

4

( Turn Over)
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(b) Explain, withasuitableexample,howagreensand .

mould is made for sand casting.
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7. (a) What is Group Technology? Explain various basis

ofpart classification in Group Technology.

10

(c) Discuss causes and remedies of following sand
casting defects ~ (i) Misrun and Cold shut and
(ii) hot tears.

6

4. (a) What are the advantages of cold extrusion over hot
extrusion? Discuss cold extrusion processes.

6

10

(b) Discuss the need of installing automatic storage and

retrieval systems (AS/RS). What are the components and operating features of anAS/RS ?
10
8. (a) Discuss the basis of selection of manufacturing

processes to manufacture a part.

(b) What is closed die forging ? What are the typical

10

(b) Explain how computer aid~ process planning is

products obtained by this process ? Discuss the
number of passes the product requires in closed
14
die forging.

better than conventional process planning. Discuss
two approaches of computer aided process
planning.
10
Group C

Group B
5. (a) With a neat block diagram of ari engine lathe,

discuss its important components.

9. Explain the following in brief:

8

!Ox 2

(I)

Types of cutting tool wear

(i1)

Reliability

(b) During orthogonal turning ofmild steel at21 Orn/min

with a tool of rake angle I 2°, the width of cut and
uncut thickness are 1.8 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. Ifthe average value ofthe coefficient fiiction
between the chip and tool is 0.55 and shear strength
of the material is 390 N/mm 2, calculate the shear
angle, cutting force and thrust force, using Merchant's
theory. Also, calculate the shear angle (without
using Merchant's theorv ), if the chip thickness is
12
0.5mm.
6. (a) Differentiate between Gas Tungsten Arc welding
and Gas Metal Arc welding processes.

(iii) Grinding wheel specification
(iv) Robustdesign
(v)

Fettling

( vi) Simulation
(vii) Split pattern

7
( viii) Importance ofrake angle of a cutting tool

(b) Compare and contrast Electrodischarge Machi-

ning and Elec(rochemical Machining processes.

7

(ix) Wire drawing

(c) Describe the shielded metal arc-welding process.

Why is the shielded metal arc-welding process
difficult to automate ?
S'16: 1 FN: AN 201/AD301 (1401)
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(x) Reverse engineering
6
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FNE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO tron Group B 3:11d ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1. (a) How morphological analysis can provide new

product ideas? Explain with example.

6

(b) For a new concept wall-clock give the appropriate

/

need statement and carry out the need analysis
giving important specifications, standard ofperformance and constraints.
6
(c) Explain the different design checks to be carried out
before manufacturing. Take the example of a 'daily
/
use umbrella
8

2. (a) For the following product list the relevant quality

parameters that go in the utility of the product.
Assign weights to each of these parameters and
( Turn Over)
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construct a design tree to explore the physical
realizability ofthe concept : A combine desk-bench
for cl~sroom.
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6. (a) Distinguish among neutral, oxidizing and carburizing
8

flames in gas welding with diagram . What is the
use offlux?
8

/

(h) ,Oescribe the process of brainstonning and its

/

advantages and disadvantages.

(c) How pipes are manufactured by centrifugal
casting?

6

~how the set up for the submerged arc welding.
Distinguish between forward and backward
welding.
6

6

(c) Distinguish between up and down milling with

neat sketches. Show the different part ofa drill bit. 6

3. (a) Give a list of classification of manufacturing
processes. Find the condition between angle of
contact and friction coefficient for rolling process to
be feasible.
6

(b) Indicate the steps involved in investment casting.

7. (a) What you widerstand by Group Technology? How
design for economic manufacturing is incorporated ? Explain.
8
(

)b)

6
(

What is CAPP ? How IT helps in integration of
design and manufacturing?
6

(c) Briefly describe the various steps for making a

8

green sand mold.

4. (a) Distinguish between direct and indirect extrusion.

6

,~) What is AS/RS ? Describe different types of
AGVs used in industry.
6

8. (a) Differentiate between MIG and TIO welding with
neat sketch.

(b) What is Chvorinov's rule and indicate how it is

useful for riser design?

8

(b) Classify the robots based on physical and geometri-

(c) Differentiate between NC and CNC machines.

6

Group B

(b) Distinguish between shaping and planing. Show the
different turning operations with neat sketch.

8

6

(c) Show how grinding is done by centerless grinding

process with neat sketch.

6
( 2)
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6

Group C
9. Answer the following in brief:

5. (a) Explain the process ofmetal removal in EDM.

W'l6: 1 FN: AN 201/AD 301 (1401)

8

cal attributes.

(c) What is the difference between blanking and

pwiching? Why clearance benveen pwich and die
is important ? Indicate where it is given for each
case.

6

2 xlO.

,(1) Modular design.

.Ji{)
/Cfi1)

Models and prototype.
Robust design;

(iv) Chill and chaplets.
W'I6: 1 FN: AN 201/AD 301 (1401)
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Laser beam welding.

/

(vi} Gates and Riser in sand casting.

/

~

Database management system.

(viii) Electrochemical machining.
(ix)

Impactextrusion.

_!Jf

Open and closed die forging.

W'l6: I FN :AN20I/AD 301 (1401)
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FUNDAMENTAL OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : J00
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
· giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1. (a) What do you understand by the term 'Design by
evaluation'? Trace the major changes you observed over the decade in electric switches. Why
these changes are being made?
8
(b) Briefly describe the following types of customer

needs:
(l) Direct needs
(iz) Latent needs
(iii) Constant needs
(iv) Variable needs.

8 -

( 7um Over)
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GroupB

(c) Explain briefly the following Engineering require-

ments:

4

5. (a) What do you understand by the term 'Drilling',

(z) Functional requirements

'Reaming', and 'Boring' ? How do they differ
from each other?
8

(ii) Constraints.

/

/

(b) Differentiate between up milling and down milling.

2. (a) The problem ofurban transport is getting increasingly acute with each passing year. Carry out the
need analysis for an urban transport system for a
8
metropolitan city.

Explain their application mentioning the most
8
commonly used method.
(c) Under what condition hydraulic shapers are

"'(b) What valuable function does brainstorming a
8
product or product design serve ?
"{c) Make a short note on 'Design for assembly'.

4

3. (a) Write down some of the main considerations that
may be used in choosing the casting process for
fabrication ofa product.
·
8

preferred over the mechanical shaper.

6. (a) With a schematic diagram explain the fundamentals of ultrasonic machining process (USM). Why
USM is not suitable for material having hardness
8
less than 60Rc.
(b) What are the grinding process parameters that are

of interest ? Explain their effect on the grinding
8
performance and the wear rates.

(b) With schematic diagram explain the investment
casting process ? Write down its advantages and
1imitations.
8
(c) Why does grey iron casting requires less riser

4

material than a steel casting ofthe same size?

(4,,/..a) Briefly explain the principle of rolling ? Give
example ofrolling stand arrangements?
8
.)b) (z) Differentiate between coining and embossing

(c) Discuss the need ofedge preparation in welding.

4

7. (a) What do you understand by the term group
technology? What is the basis offorming groups
in group technology?
8
(b) What is automated guided vehicle ? What are the
various types of AGVS that are used in automationmanufacturing?
8

4

/(iz) Distinguish between bending and drawing.

4

4

(c) What are the advantages ofAS/R.S?

4

(a) Briefly explain the classification ofrobots.

8

(c) \\'hat are the specific merit of cold working over

hot working?
S'17: 1 FN: AN:.I.OI/AD301 (1401)
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(b) Briefly explain the methodology to be followed for

developing a generative type of computer aided
process planning system.
8
(c) What is direct numerical control and how it is
different from distributed numerical control
4
Groupe
/

9. Answerthefollowingquestions:

2 xlO

(1) What are the methods of reducing spring back in
sheet metal operations ?
I (il)

Write briefly about mould wash.

'(iit) WhatisanAdaptivecontrol?
{iv) Draw relaxation circuit for EDM and label its
various parts. Also draw the voltage time curve for
the same.

d(v) What do you understand by tenn machinability
index?
., (vi). What is Tack weld?
1(

viz) Variant approach to CAPP.

<'(viil)What is redundancy? How it effects the reliability

ofa system?
/ix) Write down the Design for Production Guidelines.
~

(x) Whatissimultaneousengineering?

S'17: I FN: AN201/AD301 (1401)
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : JOO
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1. (a) What is standard of performance ? What is its
difference with standardiz.ation? Explain with exampl~
6
(b) Considering you are involving in design and deve-

lopment ofa new wrist-watch give the appropriate
need statement and cany out the need analysis, idea
generation, giving important specifications, standard 8
ofperformance and constraints.
(c) Explain the different types of design that can be
followed for development. Ifone wants to develop
6
anew bicycle what type he will follow.
( fomOiw·)
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2. (a) What is morphological analysis? Why it is done?

(c) With sketch differentiate between up and down

Show a morphological matrix for solar water heater. 8

6. (a) Describe the use offlux and filler in welding. With
a neat sketch describe the MIG welding process: 8

6

(c) What is modular design ? Describe its differences
with robust design.

(b) Specify a grinding wheel. Mention the meaning of

6

(c) What is the difference between drilling and ream;
ing ? Show the different part of a drill bit and ·

6

7. (a) What you understand by Group Technology ?
8
Describe briefly different type ofGT system.
(b) Differentiate among honing, lapping and super fun-

shing processes.

6

6

(c) List the considerations taken during design for eco-

(b) What is impact extrusion? With diagram explain

nomic manufacturing and for manufacturing inte6
gration.

6

its application.

6

reamer.

(c) How pipes are manufactured by centrifugal casting ? Explain with a diagram..
8

4. (a) Distinguish among hot, cold and warm working.

6

eachletter/nwnber. What is wheel glazing?

3. (a). With diagrams show the top, bottom and parting
line gating systems used in sand casting. Describe
6
their advantages and disadvantages.
(b) What is im -~stment casting ? Describe the steps.

6

milling

(b) How the brainstorming session is carried out ?

Describe its advantages and disadvantages.

www.amiestudycircle.com

(c) What is the difference between deep drawing and

8. (a) Describe different type ofsensors andAGVs used
6
in industty.

wire drawing? Why clearance between punch and
die is important? Indicate where it is given for punching operation.
8

(b) Define a robot. Give classification ofrobots based

on geometrical configuratio~

GroupB

8

(c) Differentiate among NC, CNC and DNC machines. 6
5. (a) With neat sketches show the different turning operations.
8

Groupe

9. Answer the following in brief:

(b) With a schematic diagram describe the ECM pro-

cess.
W' 17:1 FN:AN20I/AD30l (1401)
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(z) Chill and chaplets
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(il) Models and prototype
(iii) Reliability
(iv) Typesofdesignchecks
(v) Difference between shaping and plamring.

(vi) Difference between oxidizing and neutral gas welding flames.
(vii) Open and closed die forging

(viil)Centerless grinding
(ix) Tii.-ee high and four high rolling mills

(x) CAPP.

( 4)
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FUNDAMENTAL OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : J00
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Grou_p A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketcnes. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
givingproperjusfijicafion.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1. (a) How the needs are identified ? What is its role in
8
the design process.
(b) Make a comparative statement between, product
design specification, Manufacturing specification
and sales specification.
8
(c) E~plain the concept ofdesign by evaluation with
suitable example.
4
2. (a) Taking a suitable example explain the steps of
Design through Morphological analysis.
8

( Turn Over)
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(b) Explain the concept of Design check for clarity,
simplicity and safety with suitable diagrams and
8
example.

= 6.35 mm; cutting speed= 2m/sec; rake angle =
10°; cutting force= 567 N; thrust force= 227 N;
Chip thickness = 0.228 mm.
Determine the shear angle, the friction angle,
shear stress along the shear plane, and the power
for the cutting operatipn. Also find the chip velocity and shear strain.
12

(c) Why planning of Obsolescence product is an
important step in product design ? How it is be4
ingmade.

3. (a) How the moulding sands are classified. Name
the basic tests for moulding sands.

(b) How is the chip formed in metal cutting ? Explain the terms "Shear plane" and "primary and
8
secondary Shear zone".

8

(b) State the difference between permanent mould
casting and sand casting. What are the common
8
materials used for pennanent mould casting ?

6. (a) Make a comparative analysis ofnon-conventional
machining process EDM, ECM, USM based on
the Accuracy, maximum material removal rate,
surface finish and production of Micro Holes.
8

(c) What is the importance of Pattern colour code ?
Name some prominent pattern colour coding
4
being used in foundry.

(b) Define Solid state welding process. Briefly describe any three type of solid state welding you

4. (a) With suitable diagram write down the design

know.

8

guidelines for roll formed sections.

8

8

(c) Why ''trueing" and "dressing" are necessmy in
grinding wheel? Describe a few methods of
4
dressing an abrasive wheel.

(c) What is the purpose of heat treatment of forg4
ing?

7. (a) What do you understand by the term group technology? Why it is so important in the present
manufacturing scenario ?
8

(b) Describe the method which is used to produce
fine wires. Can this method be used to produce

tubes?

Group B

s.

www.amiestudycircle.com

(b) Define a robot? Describe the basic element of a
8
robot.

(a) In an orthogonal cutting operation, the following data have been observed:
Uncut chip thickness= 0.127 mm; width of cut

S'IS: I FN :AN 201 AD-301 (1401)

( 2 )

(c) Write down the advantages to be gained using
automated guided vehicle in manufacturing shop. 4

(Continued )
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8. (a) Describe the factors which effects the selection
8

of manufacturing processes.

(b) What are the basic elements of integrated manu8
facturing system ?
(c) Make a brief note on Computer Aided Process

4

Planning (CAPP).

Group C
9. Answer all questions

2x 10

(i) How Jobbing foundry is different from captive
foundry?
(ii)

Define the term "Product Design Customization".

(iii) What is Perforating ?
(iv) What do you understand by the tenn .. Grit" and
"Grade" of a grinding wheels ?

(v)

Define thennos compression bonding.

(vi) What is DCLASS System?
(vii) What is manufacturability?
(viii) What is Buffing ?
(ix)

How punching is different from blanking?

(x)

What is Brainstorming ?

S'l8: I FN : AN 201 AD-301 (1401)
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W'l8 : 1 FN : AN ZA\IAD 3O1 (14O1)
FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN AND
MANIUEACTURING
Time : Three hours

Maximum Marks: 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANy "rwofrom Group A,
ANY Twofrom Group B and *t from Group C.

All parts of a question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
qns\vered at one place.

Answer should be brief and to+he-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer
may result in loss of marks.
Any missing or.\rong data may be assumed suitably
giv ing prop er j us t ifi cati on.
Figetres on the right-hand side margin indicate

full

marlcs.

GroupA

l. ( a)

One choose an ideaofmechanical with eiectronic

device for making a alarm clock for deafpeople.
Make a morphological analysis with a

matrix.

6

.

6

( b ) Differentiate between hot and cold working

( c ) What is upset forging ? Show the different parts
ofthe forgrng die punch set up.

8

(Turn Over )
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For the following product list the relevant quality
parameters that go in the utility of the product.
Assign weights to each ofthese parameters and
construct a design tree to explore the physi*al
rcaliz-ability ofthe concept . Solar water heater.

www.amiestudycircle.com

Group B
5. (

a)

(b
(D

)

'l'IGwelding.

(c

)

3. ( a)

)
(c)

)

Give the steps ofinveshnent casting process.
6. (

Give the appropriate need statement and carry out
the need analysis glving important specifications,
standard of performance and consfraints of the

a)

(6

With neat diagrams show fourtypes ofrolling mills.

)

8

How collapsible tubes like toothpaste tubes can

7.

Differentiate between forward and backward

What is the use of flux in welding ? Give some

flur

is not used ?

(c

)

With diagram show the working of an ultrasonic
machining process.

(a

)

What do you understand by Group Technolory ?
Describe briefly different type ofGT system.

extnrsion.

,

Differentiate between neutral flame and carburiangflames. With diagram showthe forward and
baclavard welding methods.

types offlrHr. Where

be manufactured by extrusion ?

4. (a)

Explain the different type of chip form in metal
cuuing. What is built-up-edge and how it is formed ?

need : portable drinking water.

(b

) Differentiate with neat sketch between MIG and

With diagrams show the different types of gating
qystems.

(c

With aneat diagram explain the process ofmetal
removal inECM.

) With block diagrarn show the CAPP process.
( c ) What is ASIRS ? Describe different types of
(b

(b

)

Why standardization and size range are important
forproduct design ?

(c

)

What is the difference between blanking and punching ?Ahole of20 mm diameter is b be made on
a copper sheet of 5 mm thickness by punching.

8. (

Find the diameter ofptrnch and die ifthe clearar,rce
is I mm.

(

8

6

ASIRS used in industry.

a)

With neat sketch differentiate between shaping
and planning operations.

D

) Classiff the robots based on physical and geometical attributes.

W'18:IFN:AN zAllAD 301
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Differentiate amongNc, CNC and DNC'

Group C

g.

2x10

Answerinbrief:

(r)

robust
Differentiate between modular design and
design.

(rr) How head ofthe bolt is manufacttred
(iil)

?

Describe a welding process uses non-consumable
electodes.

(fv) Give 4 type cuttingtool materials'
a

cylindrical robot'

(vf) How abrainstorming

session is done ?

(v)

With diagram show

(v,,)Drawasandcastingmoldassemblybeforeporrring
and show the different Parts'
(viii)Centerless grinding'

(x)

point
Write a typical Tool signature of a single
cuttingtool.

(x)

Differentiate betweenbrazing and soldering'

W'18:lFN:AN 201/AD 301
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FI]NDAMENTAL OF DESIGN AIYD

MCTURING

Time : Three hours

Maxim

Marks: 100

Atxwer FIvE question$, taking AI-Iv rwo"1?o m Grcup A,
ANyrwo from Group B and ALL from Group C.
AII parts af a quest:ion (a, b, etc. \ should he
a?tffi,ered at one place.
Ansnryer sheutd be bridand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat skctches. Unnecessary long ansu,er msy
result in loss of marks.

Any missing or.w:ong data m6y le assumed suitably
giving proper j ust ification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicatefull marks.

Grcup A

l.

(a

)

What is design ?Name the check list for enginwr-

rngdesigrproblems.

(b

)

How desigr by evolution is different from routine
design ?

(c

)

Howanificial intelligence canbe usedindesigning
a product ?

73
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(b)

the various methods ofdesign commud-

ffi;1n

( D ) What is product life cycle ? Illustrate with a
the various stages of product

il:ffi:xample,
(c

)

3. ( a )

Describe the process ofbrainstorming.
Unth suitable diqrarnsbrieflyexplain sandcastir€

)

ffffitHffi,ffi::ffi'

(,,,) Backing

Sand (ru) Parting Sand.

4.

(c

)

Why riser are used in casting ?

(a

)

What is rolling and qpes ofrolling in rneal workutg ? Forwhichtlpe ofprodtrtsthe method is strit-

6. ( a\

able.

(e

(c

)
)

'

Describe differenttypes ofcenfieless grinding. For
q*rich type ofproduct manufacturing they ate quite
s'uitable. S/rite down the limitation of&e process.

I

rnachiningprccesses.

holcwillbeusedforcoolingandventing

7.

Differentiate between shaping, planning and
slotting as regards to relative tool and work

(a

)

?

\trfhat is Cornputer Aided Process Planning
(CAPP) ? How is it superior to manual process

ptanning?Brylain.

motions

( D ) Whatarettre guidelinesto desigrforproducibility
incase ofcasting and forging ?

(t401)

(2)

I

( c ) What process would you recouxmend to nnake
many small holes in a very hard altoy when the

What is the purpose ofheat heatnilentofforging ?

S'I9:l FN:AN ?St/At! 30t

T

mg andelectnochernical

GrcupB

5, (a\

exponent.

( 6 ) Compare and contrast electro-discharge machin-

Explain Progressive die and Compound die wittr
zuitablediasanr

.

I

( u: ) Foltowing is the data available on cuf,ting speed
andtool life
(f) $ m I5S rm/rnin, T:6CI rnin
(rr] V - 200 m/rnin, T:23 min
Determine the Taylors constant and tool life

processes.

(&

The following data from the orthogonal cutting
test is available :
Rake angle : 10o, chip thickness ratio : 0.35,
trncut chip thickness : 0.51, width ofcut - 3 null,
yield shear s,tress ofwork material - 285 N/rnm2,
Mean friction coeflicient on tool face - 0.65.
Determine (f) cutting force, (ff) Normal force and
(rfr) $hear force onthe tool.

( Continued I
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(c

)

8. ( a )

)
(c)

(b
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Deseribe the welding process corlmonly usedto
weld rail track with the aid ofa neat

4

Explain briefly with an example the OPTIZclassificationsystem

I

diagram.

Disctrss the basic elements ofan industrial

robot I
4

What is cluster analysis ?

GroupC

9. Ansvrrcrthefollowing:

(0

What is Organizational need ?

(rr)

What is concurrent engineering ?

2x

10

( f) Forwhat Carbon dioxide casting are used for ?
(rv) What

is the effect oftempematrre

inmetal forming ?

(v) Defineobliquectffiqg.
(v0 Honingisusedfor?
(urr) Carburizing flame are used forweldinguihich tlpe

ofmaterials ?

(wflDefineAs&RS.

(x) DefineRobtrstdesign
S'19:l FN:AN 2OllAD 301 (t401)
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